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Modelling of Carbon-Carbon Composite Ablation inRoket NozzlesG. L. Vignoles∗,a, Y. Aspaa,b,, M. Quintardb,aUniversity Bordeaux 1Laboratoire des Composites ThermoStruturaux (LCTS)UMR 5801: CNRS-Safran-CEA-UB1Domaine Universitaire de Bordeaux3, Allée de La Boétie, 33600 Pessa, FranebUniversité de Toulouse ; INPT, UPS ; IMFT (Institut de Méanique des Fluides deToulouse) ;1, allée Prof. Camille Soula, 31000 Toulouse, FraneCNRS ; IMFT ;F-31400 Toulouse, FraneAbstratThe modelling of ablation of Carbon/Carbon (C/C) omposites utilized asroket engine hot parts is addressed under the angle of the ompetition be-tween bulk transport of reatants and heterogeneous mass transfer, assoi-ated to reativity ontrasts between onstituent phases. A numerial solverbased on a simple model and built on a VOF tehnique allows diret simula-tion at two sales. Its appliation to atual omplex materials is performed;the results are onsistent with experimental data and help understanding theorigin of the material behaviour, either in terms of aquired surfae morphol-ogy or in terms of e�etive reession rate.Key words:A. Cerami-matrix omposites (CMCs) � C/C ompositesB. Environmental Degradation � AblationC. Multisale modelling
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1. IntrodutionIn the high-tehnology �eld of roket solid propulsion, for example inthe ase of Ariane V boosters, thermal protetion materials onstituting thenozzle and divergent inner walls are submitted to very high temperatures �up to 3000 K. Under suh heavy soliitations, few materials an remain inthe solid state. Among them, Carbon/Carbon (C/C) omposites have severalrelative advantages [1℄: exellent ratio of mehanial properties versus densityat high temperature, small thermal expansion, ost-e�etive proessing ofthik and large parts [2, 3℄.In spite of these performanes, the thermohemial onstraints lead to areessive degradation of the C/C omposite surfae by mass loss or ablation.The auses of this mass loss is mainly oxidation [4℄, while mehanial erosionmay also play a role.The ablation of the omposite walls ats at a marosopi sale and mod-i�es the devie geometry: the throat setion inreases. This may lead to athrust loss ompared to the nominal performanes of the propulsion system.Moreover, as the thikness of the parts is redued, the insulating funtion ofthe omposite is damaged and may lead to a degradation of bonding parts.This marosopi hange in the geometry is linked to a modi�ation of themirosopi struture of the omposite haraterized by an inrease of thesurfae roughness. Indeed, the surfae aquires a multisale roughness whihhas been observed using SEM mirosopy as illustrated in [5, 6℄. It is alsoreported in [1℄ that this roughness development leads to an inrease by a fa-tor 1.7 of the onvetive heat �ux reeived by the omposite, whih in turnhas an impat on the reession veloity. These observations illustrate thefat that ablation is a multisale and multiphysis proess involving strongouplings between reession, surrounding �ow, heat and mass transfer.Many experimental haraterizations of ablative materials have been re-ported [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12℄; they usually onsist in SEM observations of theablated surfaes as well as of reession rate measurements (in mm/s or in
g/s/m2). Usual patterns of the rough surfaes are �ber denudation at the2
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Figure 1: Multisale struture of C/C omposites used as nozzle throat parts.miro-sale, due to a weak interphase or a weak matrix, and blok denuda-tion at maro-sale, mainly due to mehanial erosion of poorly bonded partsof the omposite.Numerous modelling studies have foused on the surrounding �uid behav-ior [4, 13, 14℄ with very simple desriptions of the omposite properties. Onthe other hand, studies dealing with the strutural and hemial omplexityof suh materials [15, 8, 16℄ do not take into aount the transfer/reessionoupling. The di�erent points of view adopted in these works orrespond tothe fat that the omposite heterogeneity and the global �ow have di�erentsales. The surrounding �ow must be known at the part-sale, i. e., a metrisale, whereas the omposite is heterogeneous at a mirometer sale as illus-trated by Figure 1. Therefore, the omposite properties must be up-saledin order to obtain an e�etive omposite desription suitable for maro-salesimulations.In this paper, the fous is set on the ompetition between mass trans-fer and reession of the omposite surfae, with the objetive of buildingan equivalent or e�etive maro-sale model yielding both a orret surfaemorphology and an adequate reession rate.The doument is organized as follows. In a �rst setion, a desriptionis given of the physio-hemial model that has to be modelled. Then, themodel is set up, making use of some assumptions. A numerial method isoutlined in a third part. Finally, its appliations to two atual ases aredesribed and disussed.
3
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2. Desription of the ablation onditions2.1. Desription of the ablative mediaCarbon/arbon omposites are part of the erami matrix omposites(CMC). They are omposed only of the element Carbon. Nevertheless, thematerial shows several sales of heterogeneity with a wide range of thermo-hemial properties [17℄.The omposite is formed by reinforements and a matrix as illustrated inFigure 1. The reinforement arhiteture an be textile-like (i. e., stakedlayers of fabri plies) or show a omplex multidimensional and multiaxialgeometry. The reinforements are �ber bundles or yarns made of ylindri-al arbon �bers of approximately 5 µm radius. The reinforements an bealso omposite materials when the �ber bundles are densi�ed by a matrixas illustrated in the last piture of Figure 1. The matrix is deposited in thereinforement arhiteture by liquid or vapor phase deposition [18℄. In thesetwo proesses, the nanotexture and nanostruture of the obtained arbonwill depend on the operative onditions as well as the hemial preursors(see e.g. [19℄ for gas-deposited pyroarbons). The omposite is treated athigh temperature in order to redue the density of miro-strutural defetsand to approah the graphite rystalline struture. Nevertheless, the ob-tained material shows signi�ant spatial heterogeneity. The matrix has alower oherene length of the ordered domains, whih is known to be re-lated to a higher reativity [15, 20, 21, 17℄. Two sales of heterogeneity arethus identi�ed as illustrated in Figure 1: the miro-sale (�ber sale) witha harateristi length, lµ, of a magnitude of ten mirons and the mesosale(reinforement sale) with a harateristi length, lm , of a magnitude of fewmillimeters. Therefore, the maro-sale e�etive property is the result of adouble hange of sale starting from the miro-sale. Assuming the sepa-rability of these heterogeneity sales, the omposite will be desribed as anassembly of homogeneous but distint phases. In addition to the di�erentarbon phases, in some of the studied materials, espeially the woven ones,there is a signi�ant amount of maro-sale pores whih will be taken into4
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Figure 2: Mirosale reession of the ablative surfae.aount by an expliit desription of the pore volume.Sine the urvature radius of the parts is large ompared to the salesof interest in this work, it will be negleted in the developments. Due tothe industrial proess of part manufaturing, the omposite surfae will beassumed to be perfetly �at at the initial state.2.2. Transfer phenomenaUnder roket �ring onditions, the �ow is highly turbulent in the ore ofthe nozzle and the boundary layers themselves are turbulent. Computationof the mesosale �ow pro�le [22℄ shows that the longitudinal veloity is about
1000 m.s−1 at 2 mm of the ablative wall. The assoiated Reynolds number isthen Rem = 5 104. At the miro-sale, the Reynolds number dereases and isabout Reµ = 250. Modeling the turbulent momentum or mass transfer andits oupling with the surfae reession is beyond the sope of this paper. Ina preliminary attempt at understanding the onept of e�etive surfae forablative walls, we will only onsider the laminar ase, harateristi of themiro-sale. Moreover, ompressibility of the �uid phase will be ignored.During the ablation proess, even though the maro-sale position of theablative surfae evolves due to reession, the thikness of the gasi�ed materialis small ompared to the setion of the nozzle throat (a few millimeters asompared to one meter), and is not signi�antly a�eted. The top of theboundary layer follows the maro-sale displaement of the ablative surfae.Taking into aount this evolution, the model is developed in a loal framewhih reedes with the surfae as illustrated in �gure 2.The produts of the propellant ombustion ontain numerous moleules5
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as desribed in [1℄. Due to its very high temperature, the homogeneous rea-tions ourring in the gas phase are very fast and the gas mixture is alwaysin a loal hemial equilibrium [23℄. Water being the most abundant amongthem, it will be the only modeled speies. This moleule is su�iently dilutedin typial propergol ombustion produts [1℄ to be assumed to have no im-pat on the �ow harateristis. Moreover, in the ase of laminar boundarylayers, the transverse pressure gradient is zero. On the other hand, there isa temperature gradient through the boundary layer, and, onsequently, theequilibrium onentration of water is a funtion of the distane to the wall.Mass transfer of water is governed by the hemial potential gradients forthis speies. In ontrast with speies whih are not onsumed or produedby the wall, there is a strong transverse gradient of the di�erene betweenthe equilibrium hemial potential and its atual value. In response to this,there is a water di�usive �ux oriented towards the wall, whih has to beombined to a onvetive �ux oriented tangentially. The magnitude of theonvetive �ux dereases when getting lose to the wall ; some distane away,it is so strong that it ensures ompletion of hemial equilibrium. In orderto desribe as simply as possible this transfer, we hoose to display a modelin whih we substitute the hemial potential di�erene by the more familiarquantity onentration, whih will be onsidered onstant on the boundarylayer limit.2.3. Heterogeneous reationsThe omposite surfae is subjeted to several heterogeneous reationsleading to the gasi�ation of the solid wall. Numerous studies have beendone in order to identify the hemial mehanisms and kinetis of arbongasi�ation at the omposite sale under laboratory onditions [8, 24, 25, 26,27, 16, 28, 29, 30℄. Some studies were foused on the mass loss in nozzlethroat appliations [31, 1, 13, 14℄. These studies agreed on the fat thatmass loss in the nozzle throat appliation is mainly due to arbon oxidationby H2O and CO2 present in the gaseous produts of propergols ombustion6
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:
C(s) + H2O(g) → CO(g) + H2(g)

C(s) + CO2(g) → 2CO(g)Libby et al. [32℄ assume that the kineti rates of the two oxidation meh-anisms are idential. Under this assumption, water vapor being ten timesmore onentrated than arbon dioxide in the nozzle, the mass loss is mainlyaused by H2O.The data from these studies an be olleted into a global formalism with
H2O as a single oxidizing speies, and an apparent �rst-order rate law withonstant k :

k = Ks Tse
−Ea/RTs (1)In this expression, the values of the pre-exponential oe�ient Ks lie between

1 and 50 m.s−1.K−1 and the ativation energy Ea is about 40 kcal.mol−1.The Ks variation is linked to the nanotexture and nanostruture of arbonand will depend on the onsidered solid phase.3. Model set-upThe global ablation phenomenon is the result of the ompetition betweenseveral proesses. In order to ompare the in�uene of eah of these pro-esses, several dimensionless numbers have to be onsidered in addition tothe previously de�ned Reynolds number :
• The mass Pélet number Peµ = u0 lµ

D
, where u0 is the magnitude of thereferene �uid veloity in the global frame, ompares the veloity ofadvetive to di�usive transfer mehanisms.

• The Damköhler number Daµ = k lµ
D

ompares the surfae reation to thedi�usion proess. In the absene of advetion, large values of Da leadto a di�usion-limited proess for whih the wall onentration is loseto zero and the mass loss does not depend anymore on the reativity
k. On the ontrary, when Da ≪ 1, reation is the limiting fator and7
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the onentration �eld tends to be uniform at the value imposed at theupper part of the boundary layer.
• The ondensation ratio ̟ = c0

cs
, whih is the ratio between the rees-sion and reation veloity, is also the ratio between the solid volumeonentration cs and the gas onentration cb in the bulk phase, loseto the top of the boundary layer.In the present appliation, the rate onstant ranges between 10−1 and 200

m.s−1, the di�usion oe�ient is lose to 10−4 m2.s−1, and, taking lµ as areferene length, the dimensionless numbers take approximately the followingvalues : Pe = 500, Da ∈ [10−2, 20], ̟ = 3 10−4. The proposed range for theDamköhler number is due to the range on the pre-exponential fator, Ks,de�ned in equation (1).The obtained value of the Pélet number suggests that, even at the miro-sale, mass transfer is dominated by advetion. However, in a reent studyof the e�etive reation rate for a rough surfae, it has been shown [33℄ thatthe e�etive reation rate is not sensitive upon the Pélet number below avalue about Pe=500, for a wide range of Damköhler numbers. This indiatesthat a purely di�usive analysis has a relatively broad appliability range.The ondensation ratio shows that reession is slow ompared to reation.Moreover as ̟
Da

≪ 1, reession is slow ompared to di�usion relaxation. Thedi�usion-reation proess is not in�uened by the reessive displaement ofthe surfae and veloity in the loal frame an be identi�ed with the veloityin the frame linked to a non reessive surfae.In a �rst approah, we will assume that the Pélet and the ondensationnumbers are small, i.e., we neglet advetion e�ets, and the obtained modelan be written :
∂c

∂t
− D∆c = 0 in Ω (2)

n.(−D∇c) − k c = 0 on Σ (3)
v +

k c

cs
n = 0 on Σ (4)8
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Equation 2 is a pure transient di�usion equation desribing the reatanttransport in the volume above the surfae, equation 3 desribes the mathingof the inoming reatant �ux and of the heterogeneous reation rate at thesurfae (in whih we have negleted the impat of the surfae veloity), andequation 4 desribes the surfae reession with v being the surfae veloity.This is omparable to the model onditions derived for the study of ablativethermal protetion system C/C omponents [34℄. However there will bea di�erene when applying this model to the large sale evolution of thematerials, as shown later.4. Numerial approah for the reession modelThe problem for the reessive model requires the desription of a movinginterfae. Interfae traking methods an be divided into two di�erent generalapproahes. The �rst idea is to have a Lagrangian traking of the interfae.In this tehnique, the veloity of eah node of the interfae is omputed andthe geometry is rebuilt at eah time step. Suh a method an be used in alassial �nite element proedure. Nevertheless, the geometry atualizationand the assoiated re-meshing ontribute to a high CPU time. The seondmethod is a Eulerian desription of the interfae. In this method the problemwhih is written for eah phase is transformed into a ontinuous formulationvalid everywhere in the omputed domain. In this lass of method, di�erentpossibilities are available, suh as the VOF (Volume of Fluid) method [35℄,level-set approahes [36℄, and many other phase-�eld approximations (see forinstane the model of [37℄ for desribing rystal growth).4.1. Desription of the methodThis work makes use of a VOF method, featuring a Pieewise LinearInterfae Calulation (PLIC) [38℄ beause of its ability to work with non-di�erentiable surfaes. Indeed, the major di�ulty for the problem underonsideration lies in the desription of the interfae. The miro-sale obser-vation of the ablated material [8, 24, 39, 5℄ shows that ablation leads to sharpedges. 9
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Solid/Fluid Interface

Figure 3: Interfae desription at the voxel sale.In the PLIC desription, the interfae is modeled by loal planar surfaes,whose positions and slopes are obtained from the phase indiator variable, asillustrated in Figure 3. We adapted this tehnique to our problem [40℄ withthe idea to keep the possibility of sharp edges, as it is a harateristi featureof ablated surfaes. We do not desribe here the details of the numerialtehnique, sine it involves a fastidious listing of all possible geometrialsituations.The simulated domain is omposed by a omposite region topped by a�uid region. The omposite region itself ontains �uid voxels representing thepores and two types of solid voxels representing the di�erent arbon phases(mainly the arbon �ber and matrix).In problem (Eqs 2 - 4), the oupling between transfer equations andsurfae reession is not expliit. The mass transfer problem depends on thesurfae evolution through the geometry of Σ. Moreover, the displaementof the loal frame in the global frame requires the knowledge of the averagereession veloity. In order to produe a weak desription of these ouplings,the following loop is built:1. Solve the onentration �eld in the loal frame.2. Evaluate the loal reession veloities in the global frame.3. Perform solid displaement in the loal frame.In order to have a omplete form of the model, boundary onditions must beadded to the previous balanes. A Dirihlet ondition c = c0 is hosen at the10
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upper boundary and c = 0 at the bottom boundary. As the reatant does notdi�use in the solid phase, this ondition has no impat on the simulations ofdense omposites. When the simulated omposite is porous, the solid domainis hosen thik enough to produe a total onsumption of the reatant beforethe bottom of the domain. Periodiity onditions are used along the vertialsides. The initial surfae of the omposite is hosen perfetly �at and theinitial onentration �eld is zero: c(x, t = 0) = 0. Beause the reessiontime is large ompared to di�usion time, the onentration �eld reahes asteady-state long before any signi�ant �rst hange is notied in the wallposition.The di�usion-reation problem is solved impliitly. One the onentra-tion �eld is obtained, the loal reession veloities in the global frame areevaluated from eq.(4). The evolved surfae is then given by the use of PLICformulation. The obtained algorithm is implemented into a FORTRAN 90ode later referred to as DiAbl3D.The program has been tested on an ideal omputational ell desribed in[6℄. An analytial expression has been derived for the roughness morphology[5, 6℄ ; it extends the results given in [24℄ to the ase of di�usion/reationompetition. The numerial results math satisfatorily the predited surfaeequations, as well as the numerial results obtained by another ode [41℄.Figure 4 shows a rather good agreement between a simulated �bre pro�leand the analytial shape for intermediate values of Da. When Da beomesvery lose to zero, the ode is in perfet agreement with the predited shape,whih is a straight one.5. Roughness evolution of atual C/C ompositesIn this setion, the surfae evolution of two di�erent lasses of omposites,i. e., with two di�erent kinds of reinforement arhitetures, is studied.5.1. �4D� Reinfored struturesThe �4D� omposite is reinfored by millimetri bundles of parallel �bersorganized following the four inner diagonals of a ube, as explained in [42, 43℄11
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Analytical profile

Figure 4: Steady ablation pro�le of a ylindrial �ber emerging from a matrix with Da = 2,
φf = 0.5, and K̃ = 4.

Figure 5: Left: SEM mirograph of the ablated surfae of a bundle in 4D C/C ompos-ite. The bar length is approximately 30 µm. Right : simulation of the ablated bundlemorphology.and illustrated by the elementary pattern represented in �gure 6, where theylindrial reinforements are shown in dark, and the inter-bundle matrix isshown in light. Their typial diameter size is millimetri. The bundles arethemselves onstituted by a dense paking of parallel �bers embedded in aarbon matrix.Figure 5 (left) shows that, after ablation, the �bers and matrix emergefrom the surfae and have a harateristi shape with an approximate tipangle of 30◦. The main ause of this morphology is the presene of a weakinterphase between the �bers and the intra-bundle matrix (both having sim-ilar ablation resistanes), assoiated to a low Da number [6℄.In those onditions, it has been shown [6℄ that the e�etive reativity ofthe bundle is lose to the one of the weakest phase, that is, of the interphase.12
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This has been taken as a �rst lue to the identi�ation of the individualreativities af all phases, together with the assumption that the matrix hasapproximately the same reativity as the �bers. The ratio between �ber andinterphase reativity has been varied systematially and the resulting steady-state angle tip was measured ; a orret math between experimental andmodelled morphologies has been obtained for a ratio lose to 8.5. Then, ithas been on�rmed that the e�etive reativity of the bundle is very loseto the reativity of the weakest phase. It has also been heked that thetransient time (≈ 3 seonds) before development of the steady morphologyis very short with respet to the total roket �ring time in usual tests.Using these results, bundle-sale modelling is possible with our developedode by using the obtained e�etive reativity. However, we know that tur-bulent e�ets at this sale might be important. To take into aount thesee�ets without having a strong modi�ation of the mass transfer model, thedi�usivity oe�ient is arti�ially inreased in order to represent the turbu-lent di�usivity. Values were mathed to the turbulent kinemati visositiesobtained by a 1D boundary-layer ode [22℄. One missing input parameter isthe reativity ratio between the bundle and the inter-bundle matrix phases.Again, a simulation is run several times with a variation of the reativityontrast, until the orret morphology is reprodued. The resulting evolu-tion of the omposite is represented in �gure 6. One observes that, after astrong hange in the omposite surfae, the roughness amplitude reahes asteady state. To obtain the very satisfatory agreement shown in Figure 7,the reativity ratio between bundles and matrix is found to be 1/2. Thismeans that the weakest phase at the marosopi sale is twie as reativeas the strongest one.An argument for this surprising agreement is the following. The totalresistane to ablation is the result of several phenomena hained together inseries : �rst, the heterogeneous reation; seond, the di�usion through themass transfer boundary layer, whih an be equated to the laminar boundaylayer; third, mass transfer by onvetion and di�usion through the turbulent13
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Figure 6: Evolution of the omposite at millimeter sale for the 4D struture with lm =

5 mm for time steps t = 0, 0.25, 0.75, 1.25, 1.75, 2.25 s.�uid. The most important resistanes ontrol the ablation rate as a whole.It appears that the transfer resistane in the turbulent �uid is not impor-tant. The ontrolling phenomena are then the heterogeneous reation andthe transfer through the laminar boundary layer. For the latter, the only rit-ial parameter is the boundary layer thikness, that an be extrated fromspei� omputations [22℄. So, reduing the model to heterogeneous reationand pure di�usion through a laminar boundary layer still allows to apturethe main features of the wall reession dynamis.5.2. Composites with woven arhitetureAnother lass of C/C omposites is prepared from preforms made ofwoven arbon �ber fabris [44℄. The matrix is in�ltrated between the �bersby Chemial Vapor In�ltration, i. e., a gas-phase route [45℄. During thisproess, the tortuosity of the preform plays an important role by limitingthe deposition in the omposite ore [46℄. As a onsequene, the omposite14
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Figure 7: Comparison between simulated (left) and experimental (right) strutures.material at the end of the proess still ontains about 10% pore volume. Inthis setion, DiAbl3D is used to investigate the role of the tortuosity of twodi�erent omposites on their e�etive ablative behavior. Sine the developedmodel annot desribe preisely the turbulent transfer ourring in the nozzle,the ablation proess modeled here refers more to a purely di�usive oxidationof the material, e.g. in a laboratory furnae, than to the nozzle appliation.This study has been made for di�erent Damköhler numbers. For a givenomposite, this dimensionless number is a funtion of temperature beauseof the exponential variation of the reativity (Arrhenius law). The Damköhlervalues used in the simulation are therefore linked to the temperature of theexperimental furnae.Two di�erent woven arhitetures were ompared (they will be referredto as A and B). As the desription of suh arhitetures by analyti meansis omplex and poorly realisti, the struture of the native omposite wasobtained using X-ray tomography with a voxel dimension of 20×20×20µm3.The sans allow to reognize three phases: the yarns, the surrounding matrixand the pores. A region of 2×2×6 mm was extrated from the whole sannedregion. Suh a volume ontains a representative number of yarns. The initialstruture of omposite A is illustrated in the �rst piture of �gure 8.The porosity was determined from the sans to be εA = 10.4% and
εB = 9.7%. The �nal tortuosity for moleular di�usion in the vertial di-15
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retion was determined from the sans as follows. A steady-state onen-tration �eld was omputed using DiAbl3D by imposing an average vertialonentration gradient to the omposite sample. This allows to alulate thee�etive di�usivity De� and, subsequently, the tortuosity, ηA and ηB. Wefound ηA = εA
De�
D

= 15 and ηB = 26. The obtained values show a good agree-ment with the values proposed by [47, 48℄ for �brous materials having a 3Dstruture. The ablative evolution of omposite A is shown in �gure 8. As theomposite has no stationary or even stritly periodi struture in the vertialdiretion the system does not reah a true steady-state pro�le. Nonetheless,the simulations have shown that after 0.2 mm of reession, the thikness ofthe ablative front reahes a pseudo-steady state. At the studied tempera-tures, T = 1850, 2300, 3000 K, the assoiated Damköhler number de�nedwith yarn properties takes the values Da = kyarnlm
D

= 0.7, 1.1, 7 . Under suhonditions, the reatant is totally onsumed in the �rst millimeters of theomposite and does not penetrate deep inside the porous struture.Figure 8 shows that, at the lowest temperature (T = 1850 K), the sur-fae develops an important roughness. An estimation of the reation frontthikness was obtained using the maximum depth at whih c = 10−3c0. Theobtained values at this temperature are 1.1mm for omposite A and only
0.7mm for omposite B. So, gasi�ation in omposite B is limited to a thin-ner region than in the ase of omposite A. The obtained reeding veloitiesare in the following ratio : va|A

va|B
(T = 1850 K) = 1.24. Under the hosen on-ditions, the ablation proess ours in a signi�ant thikness of the porousmaterial and is therefore in�uened by the geometrial struture of the porousdomain. The explanation for the di�erene in behavior between sample Aand sample B is that the penetration of the reatant is failitated in the lesstortuous material (sample A), whih leads to a larger global reation rate.When temperature inreases, i. e., when Da inreases, reation ours ina thinner domain. For instane, at T = 3000 K, whih represents the tem-perature of the nozzle throat, the wall remains �at and the reation frontthikness is less than 60 µm for both omposites. The di�erene of behavior16
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Initial Profile

T = 1850 K T = 2300 K T = 3000 KFigure 8: 3D initial and ablated morphologies obtained on a woven omposite after 0.5mmof reession, for three di�erent temperatures (i. e. Damköhler numbers).between the two samples beomes negligible, as illustrated by the ablationveloity ratio value va|A
va|B

(T = 3000 K) = 1.02.This study shows that at high temperature (T > 2000 K), the ompos-ite arhiteture plays a less signi�ant role on its ablation behavior. Whentemperature reahes suh values, ablation ours only at the surfae of theporous wall, even at the mesosale.In onlusion, the numerial simulations have shown the importane ofthe Damköhler number on the obtained morphologies. All other parameters17
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remaining unhanged, a slower reation rate leads to a higher roughness andan inrease of the assoiated exposed surfae.6. ConlusionThis work has presented a modelling analysis of the surfae evolutionof C/C omposites under ablation in roket nozzle onditions. Previousstudies had shown that the morphologial parameters are diretly linked tothe material struture (reativity ontrast between onstituents) and to thephysio-hemial regime � hie�y the reation/di�usion ratio translated bythe Da number.The ablative behavior of a omplex two-sale arhiteture has been su-essfully performed, thanks to an inverse approah for the determination ofthe reativity ontrasts between phases.The extension of the diret simulation to omplex woven arhitetureson�rm the impat of the Damköhler number on the reessive evolution thathad been determined on ideal arhitetures. In the ase of a reative porousinterfae, the numerial simulations show that, when the heterogeneous rea-tion beomes faster (i. e., for large values of Da), the reation front beomesthinner and the global reession depends less on the pore spae struture.Another onlusion is that the e�etive reession rate for the ompositeis not given by a simple rule of mixtures � rather, in many onditions, aweakest-link rule applies. Reonstituting the morphology helps in identifyingthe weakest phase properties, even though they are not available as separateomponents.These enouraging results have been obtained in spite of very rude ap-proximations on the desription of the gas �ow surrounding the material.This very fat suggests that the material arhiteture is the primary ele-ment that determines its morphology after ablation, though the �ow has animportane in some ases.These results are of importane for the roket nozzle designer, sine theroughness and e�etive mass transfer oe�ients may be assessed diretly.18
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η Tortuosity in the vertial diretion.
ǫ Pore fration at the mesosale.
ν Dynami visosity of the �uid, m2.s−1.
Ω Fluid domain surrounding Σ, m3.
φf Volume fration of �ber.
̟ Condensation ratio, ̟ = c

cs
.

Σ Ablative surfae, m2.
τK Transient evolution duration for Da ≪ 1, s.Latin symbols

c Reatant onentration in Ω, mol.m−3.
c0 Reatant onentration in the nozzle ore, mol.m−3.22
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〈c〉 Average reatant onentration, mol.m−3.
c̃ Mirosale reatant onentration deviation,mol.m−3.
cs Solid onentration, mol.m−3.
D Reatant di�usion oe�ient, m2.s−1.
Dae� E�etive di�usivity for vertial di�usion, m2.s−1.
Da Damköhler number, Da = k l

D
.

〈Da〉 Average Damköhler number, 〈Da〉 = 〈k〉l
D
.

Ea Ativation energy in k expression, kcal.mol−1.
K̃ Ratio of reativites between the solid phases.
k Surfae loal reativity, m.s−1.
kf Fiber reativity, m.s−1.
km Matrix reativity, m.s−1.
ke� E�etive surfae reativity, m.s−1.
k⋆ Harmoni average reativity, m.s−1.
〈k〉 Super�ial average reativity, m.s−1.
Ks Pre-exponential oe�ient, m.s−1.K−1.
lµ Mirosale harateristi length, m.
lm Mesosale harateristi length, m.
n Normal to Σ pointing towards the �uid, m.
Pe Mass Pélet number, Pe = u l

D
.

Rf Fiber radius, m.
Reµ Mirosale Reynolds number, Reµ = u lµ

ν
.

Rem Mesosale Reynolds number, Rem = u lm
ν
.

Rex Position dependent Reynolds number, Rex = u x
ν
.

u Fluid veloity in the loal frame, m.s−1.
u Fluid veloity in the global frame, m.s−1.
v Loal reession veloity in the global frame,m.s−1.
va Average reession veloity in the global frame,m.s−1.
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